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IN DEFENSE OF DISPOSITIONS

D

ISPOSITIONS

are as shamefulin manyeyesas pregnant

spinsters used to be-ideally to be explained away, or
entitledby a shotgunwedding to take the name of some decently
real categorical property. It is time to remove this lingering
Victorian prejudice. Dispositions, like unmarried mothers, can
manage on their own. They have been traduced, and my object
here is to restoretheir good name.
Raising the status of dispositionsmattersmore than might at
firstappear. It mattersto the propensitytheoryof chance, which
takes the halflifeofa radium atom and the increased physiological
age of a heavy smokerto be dispositions.'It mattersto the theory
that beliefsand othermental statesare dispositions.2But it is more
politic to argue fromthe usual paradigms than fromsuch complex
and controversialexamples.
My strategywill be to show the offendingfeaturesof dispositions to be either mythical or common to other properties of
things;just as loose living is no prerogativeof the unmarriedand
so is no proper basis for discriminatingagainst them. I shall put
mycase in termsof dispositionsbeing "real" properties.Nominalistswill have to rephraseit (in termsof the intelligibleapplication
of dispositional predicates not requiring them to be coextensive
with nondispositional predicates). Nominalism is not the issue
here, as Goodman observes;3 my realist terminologybegs no
relevant questions.
What then is the force of saying that dispositions are real
properties? Take its shape as an archetypallyreal (and prima
facie nondispositional) property of a thing. To call a piece of
cardboard "triangular" seems clearly to say how it is in itself,not
D. H. Mellor, TheMatterofChance(Cambridge,I97I), ch. 5.
E. g., H. H. Price,Belief(London, i969), pt. II.
3 N. Goodman,Fact,FictionandForecast
(New York, I965), p. 42.
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merelyhow it is disposed to behave in thisor that situation. (We
shall see in the end that this distinctionhas no force; but let it
stand for now.) No one doubts that a triangular thing thereby
differssubstantiallyfromanythingthat is not triangular.No one
would doubt that a piece of rubber which is triangularat time t1
and not at time t2 must in the meantime have changed in some
way admittingof causal explanation.
Justso, I say it followsthat ifjust one of two seeminglyidentical
glasses is fragile,thereis a substantialdifferencebetween them4apart, of course, fromtheirnumerical and spatiotemporaldifferences (a proviso I take as read hereafter).It followslikewise,if a
glass is fragile at t1 and not at t2, that an event has occurred
meanwhile which could have had causes and may have effects5.
These claims are commonsensicalenough to throwthe onus of
proofon whoever denies them; They would not need arguing for
had they not been argued against. But they have been argued
against, and these argumentshave not, to my mind, been sufficientlymet. So I shall have in what followsto criticizesome allied,
as well as some opposed, literature.
II
First consider by way of contrast a predicate like "forty" (or
"mortal"). It applies by virtue of a past (or future)event rather
than a presentproperty.To be fortyisjust to have been born forty
years ago. A man of fortyneed differin no presentrespectfrom
a man of thirty-nine;the occurrence of one's fortiethbirthday
calls for no causal explanation.
Dispositional predicates are not like this. We cannot suppose
them to apply now by virtue of the past and futureevents that
could thendisplaythem.There is a crucial differencehere between
"fragile" and "forty"or "mortal." To be mortal a man has to die
in the end come what may, whereas to be fragilea thingonly has
to break if it is dropped (say). Many fragile things never are
andParadox(Oxford,1972), p. 130.
4Pace J. L. Mackie, Truth,Probability,
5 Pace I. Levi and S. Morgenbesser,"Belief and Disposition,"American
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dropped and so never break. In that case no relevantfutureevent
is available to make just one of two presentlyidentical glasses
fragile, whereas the relevant future event (death) is always
available to make just one of two presently identical people
mortal.
A corollaryof this differenceis that being fortyor mortal now
has past or future consequences where being fragile or soluble
does not. His past birth being what makes a man fortynow, it
must have made him thirtyten years ago; similarly,a man who
is mortal now is bound to be mortal until he dies. We draw no
such consequences fromthe present ascription of dispositions.A
fragileglass may (or may not) be toughened by heat treatmentat
any time; just as Mrs. Lot's present insolubilityis in no way
impugned by her turningto salt in i984. Our archetypal dispositions,then, are as mutable as shapes and colors, and as much
(but no more) subject to the problem of induction. If they are to
be distinguishedfrompropertieslike shapes at all, it will not be
because they are more like age or mortality.
III
Carnap's account of dispositions6still has a following,despite
his notorious failure to accommodate their mutability. He sees
that "Sa" ("a is soluble") entails some such conditional as
(i)

If a were put in (enough)7 water it would dissolve,

which amounts to more than
(2)

a is put in water D a dissolves.

He firststrengthens(2) to
a is put in water it dissolves,
(3) Whenever
6 R. Carnap, "Testabilityand Meaning," in H. Feigl and M. Brodbeck
ofScience(New York, 1953), pp. 52-53.
in thePhilosophy
(eds.), Readings
7Usage does not specifyhow much wateris "enough"; it is vague on how

solublea thingmustbe to be soluble.Similarlywith"fragile"and manyother
qualitativepredicatesrelated to quantitativeones. The issuesraised by the
vaguenessof such predicatesare not germaneso long as it is realized that
"enough" does notjust mean "enough to dissolve."
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that is,
Sa = (t)[W(a, t) D D(a, t)],
where "W(a, t)" means "a is put in water at t" and "D(a, t)"
means "a dissolvesat t"; and it is ofcourse essentialto thisreading
that a's solubilitybe nota functionoftime. Carnap deals with (3) 's
quite differentdefectof making everythingsoluble that is never
put in water by replacing it with the "reduction sentence"
(4) (t)[W(a, t) D (Sa = D(a, t))],
which entails nothingabout the solubilityof such things.But (4)
still makes a's solubility (or insolubility)immutable.
Pap undertook8a Thermopylaean defenseof this consequence
of Carnap's account, in which he has been tacitly followed by
Quine.9 He takes dispositions to be determined by essentially
immutable natural kinds. A soluble thing is a thing of the same
natural kind (forexample, sodium chloride) as thingsthat actually
dissolve. Now membership of a natural kind may be, while it
occurs, necessary; but thingscan neverthelessbecome and cease
to be members of the most plausible instances of natural kinds.
A decaying radium atom changes frombeing of one radioelement
to being of another.'0 Christ at Cana need not have added
alcohol, nor destroyedthe water and created wine ex nihilo; he
could just have changed the chemical nature of the selfsamestuff.
In any case, sameness of natural kind does not sufficein general
for sameness of disposition. Hot water dissolves more of most
substances than cold water does; and a glass of water neither
changes its natural kind nor loses its identityjust by cooling.
Not all authors have seen that immutabilityis a necessary as
8 A. Pap, AnIntroduction
tothePhilosophy
ofScience(New York, I962), ch. I5,
sec. C.
9 W. V. 0. Quine, "Natural Kinds," in N. Rescher (ed.), Essaysin Honor
ofCarlG. Hempel(Dordrecht,I969).
10Pap, op. cit.,p. 28i, dismissesthisblatantcounterexample
to his thesisas
only being "meaningfulin the contextof a theorypostulatingmicroentities
and microevents,
whereaswhat is here under analysisis pretheoreticaldiscourseabout thingsand theirkinds,as in qualitativechemistry."How size
to a necessaryimmutabilityin thingsis not
could make such a difference
remotelyclear. How small musta bacteriumor virusbe, one wonders,before
it can turnintosomethingelse?
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well as an impossibleprice to pay forCarnap's account of dispositions. Storer," for instance, reads (4) above as
(5) (t)[1W(a, t) D (S(a, t) = D(a, t))],
in which a's solubility can vary with time. (5), however, quite
failsto expressCarnap's intended account of a's presentsolubility
as its dissolving everytimeit is put in water. What (5) says is
plausible enough (and half true; see Section XI below), that
whenever a is put in water it dissolves if and only if it is then
soluble. But that is no news, and meets no objection to dispositions. Carnap's account is not right; but it is not trivial,as (5) is.
Reconciling Carnap with the manifestmutabilityofdispositions
calls for a logic to make
(6) It is true at t, that a will dissolve if put in water at t2
compatible with
(7) a is put in water at t2 and does not dissolve.
Mr. R. S. Woolhouse'2 sees a futurefor such a logic; I do not,
but I suppose if he is rightit may yet come to have one.

IV
Ryle'3 has none of Carnap's problem in accommodating the
mutabilityof dispositions.For him theyare not, in my sense, real
propertiesat all. "a is fragile" statesno fact; it merelylicensesthe
inferencefrom"a is put in water" to "a dissolves":
are neitherreportsof observedor observable
Dispositionalstatements
statesof affairsnor yet reportsof unobservedor unobservablestates
ofaffairs.'4
So two seeminglyidentical glassesofwhichjust one is fragilereally
are identical while they are not being dropped. No event, with
possible causes and effects,makes a glass become, or cease to be,
fragile.
Ryle's view is a special case of his "inferenceticket" view of
vol. I I (I950-195 i).
T. Storer,"On Defining'Soluble,' " Analysis,
R. S. Woolhouse, "Tensed Modalities," Journalof Philosophical
Logic,
forthcoming.
13 G. Ryle, TheConcept
ofMind (London, I949), ch. 5.
14 Ryle,op. cit.,p. 125.
12
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laws of nature. Suppose it is a law that every (suitable)15dropping
of a certain kind of glass is followedby breakage. Then while any
glass a is of this (fragile)kind, it followsthat ifit were so dropped
it would break. The inferenceslicensed by "a is fragile" are thus
just a subset of those licensed by the law. If an inferenceticketis
all the latter need be, it is plausibly all the formerneed be. The
greater temptationto speak of "a is fragile" as a statement,true
or false,no doubt arisesfromitsreferring
to an individual, a, about
which it ostensiblysays something.There is no harm, forRyle, in
speaking so, provided truthhere is accounted forin termsof the
reliabilityof the inference.He is concerned only to deny any extra
featureof the world that makes "a is fragile" true,over and above
those that make true such statementsas "a is being dropped" and
''a is breaking."
Ryle's view of laws has been resisted,16to my mind rightly.
That does not, however, dispose of his view of dispositions
(although it does freeus fromthe the need to accept the one as a
consequence of the other). Take a stock example of a law, that all
A-eventsare followed by B-events, where A and B are independently observable properties of events. Suppose we agree, pace
Ryle, that the reliabilityof the inferencefrom "this event is A"
to "the following event is B" will not explain, because it can
itselfbe understood only in consequence of, the supposed truth
of "all A-events are followed by B-events." We have then to
explain wherein the truth of the law does consist, the natural
Humean explanation being in termsof the constant conjunction
of events having propertyA with events having propertyB. No
such explanation is available, however, for the truth of "a is
fragileat t" when a is not then being dropped. At t there are ex
no droppings and breakingsof a to be conjoined at all,
hypothesi
never mind constantly.And we have already seen that it will not
help to invoke the occurrence of events at any other time.
The most thisshows is that a glass need not be kept fragile,and
differentin that respect fromother glasses, by events occurring.
Cf. "enough," n. 7 above.
16 E. g.,
by A. J. Ayer,"What Is a Law ofNature?," TheConcept
ofa Person
(London, I963), pp. 228-229.
15
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So what? Equally no eventsneed occur to keep a thingtriangular,
and differentin thatrespect from a square. The occurrence of
eventscan in no reasonable sense of "event" be considered necessary to the realityof a thing'sproperties.Yet Ryle passes repeatedly fromsuch truthsas that nothingneed be "going on''17 when
a wire that can conduct electricityis not doing so, to the conclusion quoted above.
Ryle makes his argumentmore specious by tacitlyconflatingan
observable-theoreticaldistinctionwith that between events and
things.The display of a disposition-say a glass breaking-is an
event; hence observable and so admissible into Ryle's behaviorist
ontology.The dispositionitself,however,is a propertya thingmay
have without the occurrence of any event, hence notobservable,
and so not admissible.
In fact,however,the observable-theoreticaldistinctiondivides
the class of events as much as it divides the class of things, as
Ryle's own examples serve to show. What makes electrical conductivitya less observable propertyof a thing than its shape is
that the relevant display, of current flowing through it, is less
observable as an event than (forexample) coming to the end of a
process of counting a thing's corners.
Ryle thus complicates the special question (for example, how
to tell if a glass is fragile) by confounding it with a general
question about the empirical basis of relativelytheoreticalknowledge (whether of events or things). The special question, once
distinguished,is easily answered: drop the glass and see what
happens, just as one would count the cornersof a thingto settlea
doubt about its triangularity.But what about the glass when it is
not being dropped? Well, what about the supposed trianglewhen
its corners are not being counted? All propertiesof things are
unobserved most of the time; so, come to that, are most events.
The problem of induction, such as it is, is neither peculiar to
dispositionsnor to propertiesof things (as opposed to events).
The special question about dispositions,if there is one, is not
epistemological. It is not how we knowa glass is fragilewhen it is

17

Ryle,op. cit.,p.

124.
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not being dropped, but what makesit fragilewhetherit is being
dropped or not.
Ryle's view has at least the meritof keeping thesetwo questions
more plainly separate. Licensing the inferencefrom"a drops" to
"a breaks" is a matterplainly independentofthe truth,and hence
of knowledge, of the premise. But what gives the license its
authority? It is obviously not a logical authorityand, as Ryle
insists,it does not derivefromthe presentoccurrenceofany event.
What then could the authoritybe if not some presentcontingent
propertydistinguishinga froma glass for which the inferenceis
not licensed?
V
Such indeed is Armstrong'sreaction.'8 In his earlier book the
authority is some nondispositional property which provides a
"categorical basis" forapplying the dispositionalpredicate. Thus
a fragileglass differsin (for example) molecular structurefrom
one that is not fragile; a man with a belief differsin some brain
state fromone withoutit. In his later book Armstrongadmits also
"ultimate potentialities"or an endless regressof dispositions.To
the idea that dispositionsinvolve potentialitiesI return in Section IX, and subsequentlyto the assumption that a disposition,
not being a real propertyin its own right,cannot be an unbased
basis forapplying other dispositionalpredicates. Here I consider
Armstrong'searlier argument for the necessityof a nondispositional basis for dispositions.
Armstrong'spremise is that unless a disposition has a nondispositionalbasis therecan be no groundsforascribingit between
itsdisplays.What he calls a "Phenomenalist" (such as Ryle) might
correlationwith a nondispositionalpropertyand
admit a contingent
claim to use that to decide if (forexample) an undropped glass is
fragile.But, says Armstrong,a contingentcorrelationcannot be
shown to hold in the cases forwhich it is needed. To establish a
contingentcorrelationbetween fragilityand some other property
D. M. Armstrong,A MaterialistTheoryof the Mind (London, i968),
(Cambridge,I973), ch. 2, sec. II.
ch. 6, sec. 6; Belief,TruthandEvidence
18
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of undropped glasses, one must be able to tell independently
whethersuch glasses are fragile.Yet it is preciselythe impossibility
of doing this that makes one invoke the correlation in the first
place. So it must be necessary,Armstrongconcludes, not contingent,that a dispositionhave some nondispositionalbasis.
This argument,however, is no more fatal to Ryle than it is to
Armstronghimself.It is necessary,for Armstrong,that a nondispositionalbasis exist;but that any given propertyis the basis is
quite contingent.And what one needs to distinguishfragilefrom
other undropped glasses is knowledge of whichpropertyactually
is the basis of fragility.But if Armstrong'sargument were sound
thisknowledgewould not be available. Armstrong'smistakeis his
tacit inferencefromthe necessaryexistenceof a correlationto the
existence of a necessary correlation. This notoriouslydoes not
follow,and anyway contradictsArmstrong'searlier insistenceon
the contingencyof a disposition'scategorical basis (for example,
the contingencyof his mind-brainidentitythesis).
Contingent identity statements have been attacked on the
grounds that identity statementsare, if true, necessary.19One
might hope thereforeto salvage Armstrong'sargument against
Ryle by taking a disposition'sidentificationwith its nondispositional basis to be necessaryratherthan contingent.These identity
statements,however,even ifnecessary,are not knowable a priori;
anyone taking this line has to distinguish, as Kripke19 does,
between necessaryand a prioritruths.But Armstrong'sargument
needs the latter,not the former,its gist being the impossibilityof
a posterioriknowledge of the identityhe says is required to make
knowledge of undisplayed dispositionsintelligible.The identity's
being necessarydoes not help to make it knowable. The argument
in short needs a priori knowledge which all parties agree is not
to be had.
VI
Armstrong's problem, as his premise cited above shows, is
merely the problem of induction, which we have observed is not
19S. Kripke,"Identityand Necessity,"in M. K. Munitz (ed.), Identity
and
Individuation
(New York, I 97 ).
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peculiar to dispositions.Goodman20 comes to thisconclusion, but
his argument en route has other, less palatable, consequences.
He essentiallyassimilates thingsand events to a homogeneous
ontology of temporal "segments" of things.21Where I talk of a
glass, a, being fragileat time t, Goodman considers (to adapt his
example to ours) the criteriafor applying "fragile" to the entity
a-at-time-t.He considersthe unproblematic"manifest" predicate
"breaks," applying to a subclass of thoseglass segmentsthat drop.
His problem is how to "project" this predicate, into the wider
class of all glass segments,in order to yield the dispositionalpredicate "fragile."22
from
On thisaccount the entitiesthat drop are always different
those that are not dropping. Of the formerGoodman thinksit
sufficientto say whetheror not they break; he takes the problem
to be what to say about the latter. He and Quine23 answer
essentiallyin terms of their relevant likeness to those dropping
glass segmentsthat break. As Quine puts it,24 we need to "round
out" the set of dropping glass segmentsthat break into a natural
kind by adding sufficientlysimilar glass segments that are not
dropping.
I need not go into all the variant details of the Goodman-Quine
approach. I merely note two shared, and fatal, consequences.
First,no sense is given to fragilityunlesssomethingbreaks at some
time. Unless some glasses are dropped and some (but not all)
break, there is nothingfor others to be relevantlysimilar to. No
doubt the conditionis satisfiedin fact,but it is surelynot necessary
to a glass's being fragile.
Quine would doubtless retortthat his object is less to analyze
20
21
22

Goodman, op. cit., ch.
Loc. cit., p. 43.

2.

Ibid.,p. 44.

Op. cit. and Wordand Object (Cambridge, Mass., i960).
"Natural Kinds," p. i6. Quine refers to things rather than to thing
segments, but he must either be read this way or be convicted, with Carnap,
of imposing immutability on dispositions, without Carnap's excuse that his
account requires it: "We make a set of all the sometime victims, all the things
that actually did or will dissolve in water, and then we add just enough other
things to round the set out into a kind. This is the water-soluble kind." See
Sec. III above.
23

24
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our present usage than to provide an adequate and clearer replacement for it. A more serious example then is that of safety
precautionsat a nuclear power station,based on the fuel's known
dispositionto explode in circumstanceswhich the precautionsare
designed to prevent.It is absurd to suppose that theseprecautions
have no basis unless theyare somewhereand sometimeunsuccessful. Yet only then would the Goodman-Quine surrogatefor our
fuel's explosive dispositionbecome available.
The second consequence is that projectinga manifestpredicate
like "breaks" must be done on the basis of other manifestpredicates. We can distinguishfragile from other undropping glass
segmentsonly by their sharing a predicate with those dropped
glass segmentsthat break; and thispredicate, to be any use, must
manifestlyitselfbe manifest.As Goodman puts it25 for his own
example, "we can define'flexible'ifwe findan auxiliarymanifest
predicate that is suitably related to 'flexes' through'causal' principles or laws."
Goodman and Quine, like Armstrong,thus require acceptable
dispositional predicates to have some suitable nondispositional
basis. They differ,however, in the bases they propose. Quine
followsArmstrong,Broad,26 and many others in citing the fine
(forexample, molecular) structureof thingsthat is postulated by
scientifictheory. These proposals I consider in Section VIII.
Goodman takes a differentline:
To findnon-dispositional,
or manifest,predicatesof thingswe must
turn to those describingevents-predicateslike "bends,' ''breaks,"
"burns," "dissolves," "looks orange," or "tests square." To apply
sucha predicateis to say thatsomething
specificactuallyhappenswith
respectto the thingin question.27
So Goodman supposes that, when a respectable dispositionis not
being displayed, some suitably characteristic events must be
"going on." We have seen this (in Section IV) to be Ryle's
assumption; only he infersfrom it that dispositionsare illusory
25

Op. cit., p. 45.

Quine, op. cit.,p. 20; Armstrong,
op. cit.; C. D. Broad, The Mindandits
Place in Nature(London, 1925), ch. i0.
27
Op. cit., p. 41.
26
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properties,since evidentlynothing need be "going on" between
theirdisplays. And we noted there that this inferencewould rule
out equally the most archetypallynondispositionalpropertiesof
things.
What follows, of course, is not that there must, despite all
appearances, be enough eventsforGoodman to base his "projections" on, but that this mysteriousalchemical activityis no more
needed fordispositionsthan it is forthe transmutationofelements.
Projection may, as Goodman later argues,28be needed to tackle
his "new problemofinduction." But the new problem ofinduction
is no more our present business than the old one is.

VII
I have so far criticized Carnap, Ryle, Armstrong,Goodman,
and Quine forfailingto accommodate obvious and importantfacts
about dispositions.It is time to see if I can do better.
First, conditionals. I take conditionals-such as (i) above-to
be entailed by the ascriptionofdispositionsand so to be statements
capable of truth and falsity.The alternative view of them as
"condensed arguments"29merely rephrases the question of what
makes (i) true in Rylean termsas the question of what makes the
argument from "a is dropped" to "a breaks" a sound one. The
answer either way is: some propertyof a; and the Ryle-Mackie
formulationmakes it no easier to say what the propertyis. So I
continue to talk of conditional statements; those who prefer
argumentsshould paraphrase accordingly.
I put (i) in subjunctivemood and followcustomin referringto
these conditionals as "subjunctive." If entailed by a dispositional
ascription,however,the conditional must shed the counterfactual
implicationsit normallyhas in English. To say a glass is fragilein
no way implies that it is not being dropped. The crucial point is
that the entailed conditional is strongerthan the material concit.,chs.3 and4.
29J. L. Mackie, "Counterfactuals
and Causal Laws," in R. J. Butler(ed.),
Analytical
Philosophy
(FirstSeries; Oxford,I962).
28 Op.
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ditional. Whether it happens also to be counterfactualis quite
incidental.30With that cautionary remark I continue to use the
subjunctiveas the most natural English mood. We need only bear
in mind that analyses of specificallycounterfactualconditionals
are not going to give us the truthconditions for dispositional
statements; and beware in particular of accepting any account
with the absurd consequence that glasses cannot be fragilewhile
they are actually breaking.3'
Symbolizing then our paradigm:
P:

glass a is (suitably) dropped at t

Q: glassa breaksat t
R:
S:

glass a is fragileat t
if glass a were (suitably) dropped at t, it would break,

the prima-facierelations between this "specific"32disposition,its
associated conditional, and the events that display it, are

P&R - Q
P&R e-- Q
P&Q-R
P& Qj- OR
R UPD Q
(F) R iS.

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)

from(B)
from(A)
from(A)

That is, a glass's fragilityor lack of it apparentlyboth deductively
explains and is entailed by the glass breaking or not when (suitably) dropped.33In the end (B) and (C) have to go (see Section XI
7.
The caution is needed largely because of the literature'sexcessively
epistemologicalpreoccupationwith situationsin which dispositionsare not
being displayed and hence the entailed conditionalsactually are countercondifactual.Goodman (op. cit.), e. g., refersexclusivelyto counterfactual
tionalsin his discussionofdispositions.
82 The term"specific"is taken from Ryle (op. cit.,p. ii8) to signifya
thatdisplaysitselfin justone way.Dispositionswithdiversedisplays
disposition
he calls "generic."
a Pace J. H. Fetzer, "Dispositional Probabilities,"in R. C. Buck and
Vol. 8 (Dordrecht,
ofScience,
R. S. Cohen (eds.), BostonStudiesin thePhilosophy
him to denythe
leads
dispositions
statistical
to
assimilate
1972), whose desire
generalcase of (A) and hence even of (E). See my op. cit.,pp. 68-70, fora
ofpropensities.
critiqueofthistreatment
80 Cf. A. J. Ayer,Probability
(London, 1972),
andEvidence
31
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below), as does the less compelling but prima facie plausible

(G) S - R.
On the other hand we do notwant

(H) R i- P
(I) PD Q -S
(J) PD QA-R
(K) UP {R
,~R
(L) UP

from(I) and (C)
from(7)

of S; (I) and
(H) followsfromthe counterfactualmisinterpretation
(J) are offensivebecause they lead to (K); the objection to (K)
and (L) is that they make all undropped glasses alike in respect
of fragility.
The presentpoint is that none of (H)-(L) followsfromany or
all of (A)-(G). Given (E) and
JI)-namely, that S is stronger
than the material conditional-we are free to suppose that two
glasses can differin fragilitywhether both are being dropped or
neitheris. It remains to say, however,what the differencecan be.
VIII
The differencebetween fragileand other glasses,we have seen,
does not consistin the occurrenceof events.It might,however,be
a differencein some nondispositionalpropertyof the glasses, even
though Armstrong'sepistemological argument fails to show that
it must be.
Recall that doubts about dispositionsstem chieflyfrom their
inscrutabilitywhen not displayed. This showsin the lack ofcriteria
fora subjunctiveconditional'struthwhen it happens to be counterfactual. Presumably the nondispositional basis is supposed to
provide the required criterion.But how could it? If it does not
itself entail subjunctive conditionals relating events (however
theory-ladentheir description),how could observation,which is
an event (whatever else it is), be used to assess the ascription of
the basis? (One may decline to solve the problem ofinductionand
stillretain someempiriciststandards.) The stockcandidates at any
rate all do entail such conditionals,which is no doubt why Popper
I
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and Goodman say that all propertiesof thingsare dispositional.34
Take the paradigm, molecular structure-a geometrical (for
example, triangular) array of inertial masses. To be triangularis
counted the
at least to be such that ifthe cornerswere (correctly)35
resultwould be three. Inertial mass entails only subjunctive conditionals specifyingacceleration under diverse forces. It is, pace
Mackie,36 nothing but a "generic"37 disposition-that is, a conjunction of specificdispositions.
So to ascribe a molecular structure (or any such supposedly
nondispositional property of things) at least entails these nonmaterial conditionals,most of which will at any time be counterfactual. How then is this ascriptionless problematic than that of
what we normally call dispositions? It will not help for the
ascription to entail morethan counterfactuals; the truth of the
ascriptionwill stilldepend on whethertheyare true. As Goodman
observes:
bymeansof
Those who proposeto deal withtheproblemofdispositions
classesdefinedin termsof the microcosmicstructureof thingsoften
beg the question; foramong the dispositionalpredicatestheyset out
to explain lie the very predicatesthey need for describingthose
structures.38
Quine overlooks this point. He thinks scientifictheories can
give truthconditions for the particular dispositionsthey explain
(for example, for water solubilityin termsof chemical composition), thus making the dispositionsat once "respectable and, in
principle, superfluous."39But if what makes a disposition disreputable is that its truth conditions include the holding of
of the Calculus of ProbaR. Popper,"The PropensityInterpretation
and Interbility,and the Quantum Theory," in S. Korner (ed.), Observation
pretation
(London, 1957), p. 70; Goodman, op. cit., pp. 40-4I. Popper and
Goodman are no doubt wrongto say thatall propertiesof thingsare dispositional,but theyare wrongonly about the common-and misguided-use of
"disposition."
3""Correctly" here refersto how the countingis done, not to whetherit
givesthe resultthree.
36 Truth,
Probability,
andParadox,pp. 148-I53.
37 See n. 32 above.
38 Op. cit.,p. 45.
39 Op. cit.,p. 20.
34K.
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counterfactuals,the truth conditions provided by a theoryof it
are in no better case.
No doubt there are virtuesin explaining propertiesof thingsin
terms of other properties, especially in terms of those of their
spatial parts.40And no doubt also the existenceof an explanation
is evidence forthe truthof the statementbeing explained. These
are certainlyreasons forbeing more prepared to attributefragility
where we can at least sketcha structuraltheorythat accounts for
its presence. But none of this gives reason to suppose that dispositions can or need be made respectable by being given some nondispositional basis.

Ix
Yet the feelingpersists,and must be exorcised,that dispositions
are not quite real. One major cause of it is the curiouslywidespread view that they are mere potentialities4'or possibilities.
Goodman, for example, calls his chapter on dispositions "the
passing of the possible," says that "a flexibleobject is one capable
of bending," and again that "the peculiarity of dispositional
predicates is that they seem to be applied to thingsby virtue of
possiblerather than actual occurrences" (my italics).42 A fragile
glass, it is felt,is one that couldbreak, perhaps in some possible
world in which,unlike the real world,it actually is being dropped.
But then, as Goodman says, "possible occurrences are for us
no more admissible as unexplained elements than are occult
capacities."
I agree: if mere possibilitiesdistinguishedfragile from other
glasses,fragilitywould be no real property,and change in it could
be neithercause nor effect.The latterview has indeed been held,43
but it is evidentlyfalse. Consider a rod so twistedthat, when put
in liquid helium to make it brittle,it breaks. Its becoming brittle
is caused by the cooling and in turn causes it to break. Similarly
See, e. g., G. Schlesinger,Methodin thePhysicalSciences(London, I963),
ch. 2, on the regulative"principleof micro-reduction."
pp. I 3- I4.
41 Armstrong,
Belief,Truthand Knowledge,
42 Op. cit.,pp. 40-42.
43 Levi and Morgenbesser,
loc.cit.
40
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with propensities,the dispositionsthat display themselvesin the
chances of events. A man may stop smoking with the intended
effect of reducing his risk of death from cancer; an atomic
explosion is caused by a change in the propensityof a mass of
uranium and other atoms to absorb the products of their own
decay.
So dispositionsare real propertiesin a sense that rules out any
account of them as mere potentialitiesor possibilities.But why
should any such account have been thoughtof in the firstplace?
Dispositional ascription entails statementsof (admittedly conditional) fact,not statementsofpossibility.A fragileglass is one that
doesbreak (ifdropped), notone thatcanbreak. Whetherit canbreak
depends interalia on whetherit can be dropped, and itsbeing fragile
entails nothing about that. (Bear in mind it must be physical,
not logical, possibility at issue here.) The safety precautions
at our nuclear power station (Section VI above) are intended to
prevent an explosion by making impossible the conditions in
which the fuel would explode. It is ridiculous to say that their
success robs the fuel of its explosive disposition and thus the
precautions of their point.
Of course, in ascribing a dispositionwe usually entertainthe
possibilityof its display; but to entertain a possibilityis not to
assertit. Justso we usually resortto subjunctiveconditionalsonly
when we think they are counterfactual. Thus dispositions are
usually ascribed only when we regard their displays as possible
and not actual. The ascription itself,though, entails neither of
these things.44
X

Dispositions, then, no more reify possible events than they
require actual ones. They do not peculiarly entail subjunctive
statisticalspecial case of dispositions,indeed deal in
A biased coin onlymayland heads if tossed,the chance of heads
possibilities.
being the measureof thatphysicalpossibility.That, whichis not a point on
which deterministic
dispositionscan be attacked,certainlyprovidesreason
to give talk of chance a basis in real propertiesof the coin-real, but not
nondispositional.
therefore
44 Propensities,
the
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conditionals, nor are they peculiarly subject to the problem of
induction. The problem is not that they are unobservable. Still,
there is an objection to them, which must be met.
I take it that the proper role of dispositionsis to explain their
displays; itsfragilityis what is supposed to explain the breakingof
a dropped glass. The objection is to the seeming trivialityof the
explanation while fragilitylacks other criteriathan the display it
is supposed to explain. Given its mutability,how, forexample, is
a previouslyfragile glass to be distinguishedfrom one that just
turnsfragileupon being dropped?
Explanatory dispositions require some independent basis for
their ascription between displays; but the basis need only be
another disposition.Thus its mass explains a thing's acceleration
under one force only because it is independentlytestable by its
acceleration under other forces. The "dormitive virtue" of
sedatives is made respectable by the maxim that they must also
differin some chemical way fromother substances.
To accept its fragilityas explaining the breaking of a dropped
glass is thereforeto interpretR as saying that at time t glass a is
suchthatpropositionS is true. "Such that" is a "place-holder,"45
which must be given independent,but not necessarilynondispositional, content. A proposed dispositional content can indeed be
tested only in the joint display of S with whatever other conditionalis therebyentailed, but it is no worse offthat way than any
nondispositionalcontent.Not all consequences of a hypothesiscan
be tested all the time (in the case of inertial mass, the proportion
testableat any timeis infinitesimal);and it is a truismthat nothing
can be testedwhen it is not being tested. Induction, it cannot be
too oftensaid, is not our problem. What mattersis that a glass's
fragilitybe testable at any time by other means than dropping it.
I use here my earlier distinctionbetween propertiesand predicates. Newtonian mechanics specifiesimpartially all the specific
dispositions,to accelerate under various forces, that the single
propertyof having a certain inertial mass supports.The sense of
"fragile," on the other hand, only partly specifiesthe property
that supports it. Its explanatory use is a promissorynote drawn
45

op. cit.
Levi and Morgenbesser,
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on an assumed background of physical theory,which both provides and limitspossible complete specificationsof that property.
Suspicion of such explanatory use is suspicion that the note may
not be honored.
A distinctionof propertiesfrompredicates calls forsome principles of individuation of properties.I need not provide them a
priori; but I do need to show how they are implicit in scientific
usage. Two general principles can be stated, though. The firstI
have already implied: that a real propertymust display itselfin
more ways than one. This is no new idea. Nagel, forexample, cites
the requirement "to characterize as physically real only things
that can be identifiedin ways other than, and independentlyof,
the procedures used to define those things."46
The othergeneral principleis what Schlesingercalls the "principle of connectivity," which I have developed and defended
elsewhere.47Here it says roughlythat two thingscannot differin
just one property, since if they did the differencewould be
inexplicable. That is no new thoughteither.Clerk Maxwell's view
has been cited that "if a quantity is connected to other effects
which are independentlydefinedthen it is a physical state; if not
thenit is a mere scientificconcept."48And apropos of the social
sciences:
In orderforus to determinewhethera supposedpropertyofany kind
is genuineor not,we have to discoverwhetherits existenceproduces
any alteration in certain other properties. ... This ...

allows us to

... betweena genuineand a fictitious
distinguish
property.49

Connectivityis not a deterministicprinciple,since it admits and
applies to propensitiesas much as to otherproperties.Two radioactive atoms that differin half life must differalso in some other
respect (for example, atomic weight). Nor is connectivityan
empirical principle, since we lack independent criteria for what
46

E. Nagel, The Structure
of Science(New York, 196I), p. I47.
Schlesinger, op. cit., ch. 3; Mellor, op. cit., p. I20.
48J. Turner, "Maxwell on the Method of Physical Analogy," BritishJournal
for thePhilosophyof Science,6 (I955), 23I.
49 R. Brown, "Situational Individualism and the Emergent Group Properties," in R. Borger and F. Cioffi (eds.), Explanationin theBehaviouralSciences
(Cambridge, I970), p. 305.
47
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constitutesa single property.If it were it could well prove false:
as it is, currenttheoryis shown to be defectiveif it provides no
explanation of a differencebetween two things.Connectivityis a
regulative principle, which gets application only through the
networksoflaw thatprescribeand connectexplanatoryproperties.
Thus all gas laws prescribemass, chemical composition,volume,
pressure, and temperature to form a closed set of connected
propertiesforsamples of any gas. Any differencein mass between
two gas samples must be accompanied (and so independently
detectable) by a differencein one of the other properties.Were
that ever not so, we should conclude, not that connectivityhad
been falsified,but that some furtherconnected propertyof gases
had been overlooked.
These principlesare both principlesof explanation. A property
musthave independentdisplaysifit is to explain them; it mustbe
connected to other properties if differencesin it are to be explained. The identityof a propertyis shown by itsrole in explanation. Inertial mass, forexample, is shown to be a single property
by the explanatory role Newtonian theoryprescribesfor it. We
couldconstruea thing'sinertialmass as a mere conjunctionof two
properties,one displayed in accelerationsunder forcesup to (say)
i newton, the other displayed in accelerations under greater
forces.Each would have plenty of independent displays as far as
our firstprinciplegoes; and any differencein one of these properties is always accompanied by a differencein the other.But we do
not admit that one such differenceexplains the other; Newtonian
theoryprescribesin effectthat each merelymanifestsone underlying difference,in inertial mass, which itselfthereforecalls for
furtherexplanation. We have merely independent predicates
supported by the same property,just as "> 20 cm" and "< 30
cm" are alike supported by the propertyof being 25 cm long.
What goes fordifferencea fortiorigoes forchange. The identity
of a propertyis shown in that of the eventsthat are constitutedby
changes in it, which may in turn be identifiedby theircauses and
effects.50
It is theorythat usually prescribesthe changes and differences
A. N. Prior,Paperson Timeand Tense(Oxford,i968), ch. I ; D. Davidson,
"The Individuationof Events,"in N. Rescher(ed.), op. cit.
'0
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in propertiesthat may explain and call forexplanation by others,
and so in effectprovides their identity criteria. So as theory
changes, what counts as a propertymay change; and there may,
at any time, be borderline cases. Does the variation of water's
boiling point with pressuredisplay one or many properties?When
theoryprescribesthe formof the variation for a variety of substances, leaving measurements at differentpressures to be indifferently
combined in estimatesof the parameters that characterizewater,the answerwill be clear. Water boilingat atmospheric
pressure will be merely one of many alternative displays of a
more general property;just as the stretchingof a wire under a
particular load is merelyone of many alternative displays of its
elasticity.
So it is forphysical theory,not forme, to identifythe property
that interalia supports"fragile." "Mere" dispositionsare thosefor
which thisjob has not yet been done. But the distinctionis not
well put as that between "dispositions" and "real properties,"
since none but dispositionalpredicates need be used to do thejob.
No doubt common usage makes some distinctionof dispositional
from other predicates of things, but it is not to any present
purpose.

XI
A property'sidentityis of course related to how specificit is.
Our firstprinciple says in effectthat a propertycannot be totally
specific-that is, cannot display itselfin just one way. But how
specific a propertyis depends on how diverselyits displays are
described. A thing'sinertialmass is genericto its diverseaccelerations under diverse forces; it is specific to the constant ratio of
these quantities. But it is acceleration we want explained, so
inertial mass is generic enough for the theory that makes it a
single propertyto be acceptable. Relativity identifiesit further
with gravitationalmass, thus making inertia merelyone manifestation of a yet more generic property.
Conversely, we might discriminate various kinds among the
displaysof a seeminglyspecificdisposition;forexample, how many
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pieces a fragileglass breaks into when dropped. There mightbe n
ways of dropping a fragile glass, the ith way always giving
i + i pieces. To these more specifically described displays,
fragilitywould be a generic property, providing as good an
explanation of them (if not of breaking per se) as inertial mass
does of a particular acceleration.
Moreover, suitable relative frequenciesof breakages of fragile
glasses into 2, 3, . . . n + i pieces might prompt statistical explanation. If the number of pieces correlated with ways of
dropping the glass, an appropriate propensitywould be ascribed
to the dropping device; if not, to the glass. The display in either
case is the chance distributionover the n possible outcomes of
dropping the glass.51 The immediately relevant point is that
propensities are subject to the same constraints as any other
dispositions; one propertyindeed may have some deterministic
and some statisticaldisplays, as does the nuclear structureof a
radioactive atom, or as the temperatureof a gas does according
to statistical mechanics.
We are now in a position to see how much of (A)-(G) from
Section VI surviveson this account. (A), (D), and (E) survive.
We lose (G), (which is no great matter), since there is after all
more to fragilitythan breakingwhen dropped. (B) and (C) come
out false, since a glass's breaking when dropped cannot itself
entail the truthof any other conditional and hence cannot entail
that the glass is fragile.Yet (B) and (C) have intuitiveappeal that
needs accounting for: it is very plausible to say that a glass's
breaking when dropped shows it to be fragile.
That fact is that we normally presuppose the situation to be
deterministic-that is, such that all suitable droppings result in
breakage (or none do). But it is afterall possible that the situation
is a chance one, that the glass has merelysome propensityto break
when dropped in the specifiedway. Then therewould be a finite,
and perhaps large, chance of the glass's not breaking when
dropped, so that it is not, in any deterministicsense, fragile.The
glass breakingon a particular drop is, of course, compatible with
this hypothesis,and so failsto entail the fragilityof the glass. The
51Pace Fetzer,op. cit.; see n. 33 above. For moredetailsof the treatment
of
propensities
on the view of dispositionshere advocatedsee my op. cit.,passim.
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two hypothesesmay be distinguished-forexample, by the change
the deterministicone must postulate in the glass between a drop
on which it does not, and a drop on which it does, break; by
discoveringsuch changes we may come to have reason enough to
eliminate the statisticalhypothesis.At any rate, once it is ruled
out, togetherwith the furtherpossibilitythat the situationis not
governed by law at all, the inferenceexpressedin (B) and (C) is
restored. Now we are supposing a two-memberfamilyof deterministic properties being fragile and being tough. The glass's
breaking shows it is not tough and hence, by elimination,that it
is fragile.

XII
Finally, I brieflyconsiderJ. L. Mackie's criticismsof the above
account.52He observes that purely dispositional propertiesmust
both entail their display and yet be "intrinsic" propertiesof the
thingsconcerned. Against thishe bringstwo main objections. The
firstis that we are looking for a causal explanation of the glass's
breaking when dropped. This a nondispositional basis, such as
molecular structure,can provide, precisely because it does not
entailthat the glass breakswhen dropped. The connectionbetween
fragilityand breakage, however, is logical, hence not causal and
so, ultimately,not explanatory.The shortanswer to thisobjection
is that only events need causes, and the cause of the glass's
breaking is its being dropped. It is the glass's being fragilethat
makes droppingit the cause of its breaking; and forthe hypothesis
that the glass is fragile our account provides the possibilityof
independent evidence. What we have is an archetypal deductive
explanation on the Hempelian model. That theglass wouldbreak
if dropped,on the other hand, is just not an event at all, and so
needs no cause.
Another way of putting this firstobjection is to claim that its
nondispositionalbasis makes fragilityredundant. So Mackie asks:
"Why should we insert this extra element between the non52

Op. cit., ch. 4.
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dispositionalbasis and the causal behaviour?"53I claim, ofcourse,
hasno nondispositional
thatthisis a wife-beatingquestion: fragility
basis in the sense required.
Mackie secondly objects that
the suggestionthat thereare such propertiesis in open conflictwith
Hume's principlethat therecan be no logical connectionsbetween
distinctexistences.For if fragilityin this sense were an intrinsic
oftheglass,thenit, thebeingstruck,and thebreakingwould
property
all be distinctexistences,and yet on thisview the conjunctionof the
firsttwo would entailthe third.54
To this I reply that I do not think Hume's principle applies
unrestrictedlyto our mixed ontology of things and events,
although it may well apply within each category. The dropping
of the glass and its breaking are both events, and no logical
connection holds between them. But the glass's being fragileat
that time is not an event: it is a propertyof a thing.
It is already plain that logical connections obtain between
propertiesof thingsand events.Prior55suggeststhat all eventsare
merely changes in the properties and relations of things, and
certainly many are. So no oddity need be seen in' the logical
connections I have been proposing between propertiesand the
eventsthat display them. Nor is therevicious circularityinvolved.
It is not a matterof attemptinga general definitionof the notion
of event in termsof that of a thing and then definingthingsin
termsof events. We have rather a heterogeneousontology,from
which neitherthingsnor events can plausibly be expelled, which
yet sustain certain logical connections between them.
Nor is therecircularityin the characterizingof specificproperties and events. Events are definedby changes in otherproperties
than they themselvesdisplay. (It is notorious that one cannot
preventone's weight increasingmerelyby not weighing oneself.)
So some properties presuppose others in which their display
constitutesa change. Thus flexibilityentails, since it is displayed
in changes of,shape. That in itselfis no strangerthan comparable
5O3 . Cit.,p. 137.
54

55

Ibid.

Op. cit.
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facts about events-for example, that a murder must also be a
death. A theorymight indeed identifythe flexibilityof a crystal
(forexample) with a molecular structurethat also determinesits
normal shape, so that the two become mere manifestationsof one
underlyingproperty.But whether this happens or not, the conceptual dependence of flexibilityon shape illustratesno general
dependence of dispositional on some special class of nondispositional properties.
There is of course much more to be said about the relation of
thingsto events.But that is matterforanother time. It is enough
for the presentthat nothingwhich may trulybe said invalidates
the present account.56
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